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The Importance of Nietzche
Stephen Williams
Nietzsche’s name crops up everywhere. Asked in what way he is significant, most people would probably say that he proclaimed the death of God and influenced twentieth century thought in an antiChristian direction. As far as it goes, that is true enough. But we need to explore him a little further.
The case against Christianity
Nietzsche (1844-1900) was raised in a Lutheran household; his father was a pastor and died before
Nietzsche reached his fifth birthday. It was a devastating blow for young Friedrich, but in his childhood
days, he apparently possessed a fervent faith in God. As the teenage years went on, he began to move
away from it. Different reasons can be offered for this and the various factors involved can be weighted
in alternative ways. But when he delivered his first direct sustained public attack on Christianity in
print, in the late 1870s, it was the Christian understanding of humanity – its theological anthropology –
that galled him most. In contrast to the outlook of the Greeks, ‘Christianity…crushed and shattered
man completely and buried him as though in mud: into a feeling of total depravity it then suddenly
shone a beam of divine mercy, so that, surprised and stupefied by this act of grace man gave vent to a
cry of rapture and for a moment believed he bore all heaven within him. It is upon this pathological excess of feeling, upon the profound corruption of head and heart that was required for it, that all the psychological sensations of Christianity operate: it desired to destroy, shatter, stupefy, intoxicate…’ (Human, All Too Human). ‘Head and heart’, we note. Nietzsche believed that Christianity was
intellectual foolishness, its tenets, having long been discredited by historical criticism of the Bible and
critical philosophy, awaited analysis in terms of their historical development and psychological dimensions. The case against Christianity can be intellectually made, but we should be beyond the need to
make it by now. ‘What is now decisive against Christianity is our taste, no longer our reasons’ (The
Gay Science; ‘gay’ is used here in the traditional sense of light-heartedness or merriment).
The problem was that, even if Christian doctrine had been discredited, Christian morality survived.
This became the target of Nietzsche’s crusade. That God is dead, educated late nineteenth century
Europeans should know, but they have not grasped the significance of this event. For the entire edifice
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he never does justice to the fact that, when Christians

significantly throws down concerns the relation of re-

ligion to morality. Is there an objective morality? If not, what is the prognosis for a civilization that
has come to realize that fact? If so, is it logically or psychologically sustainable without religious belief? At one time, one might have been mocked for suggesting that morality requires religion. Now,
with the crisis of morality, people may mock less. Nietzsche thought that at least key traditional
Christian values required key traditional Christian beliefs. It is a timely subject for reflection. On the
level of public rhetoric, for example by politicians, objective morality survives happily. Spin and
sleaze are wrong; justice and honesty are right. There are fundamental and inalienable human rights.
But what warrants that talk? Tradition? Convention? Popular acceptability? Intellectual conviction?
How does it sit alongside a pervasive general relativism, a dogmatic a-moralism, in our society? For
all his blind spots and prejudices and for all the dangers in his philosophy, Nietzsche’s literature
forces us to try to come clean on those things. He lamented the populist non-intellectual culture that
was thriving in his day and he may be justly accused of elitism at certain points. But in his scornful
realization that we are a herd-like people, refusing to face such questions, he was very largely right.
For those who do not refuse to face them, an engagement with Nietzsche’s thought is of real value.
_______________________
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